
 

West Madison Little League Board Meeting Agenda 
June 14, 2020 6:30 PM 

 

 

 

Call to order at 6:35 p.m. 

STAFF 
1) Staffing / Payroll – plans with the end of the PPP loan 

We begin with a discussion on whether to have concessions 
Jenny’s salary is $1,500 every two weeks and we have 1,800 of PPP left. She also would have to go out and buy 
stuff. Tom wonders if it’s worth the extra effort. Scott Fossum says it would add value for our families and 
would provide more revenue. Barry wonders who is expecting concessions for practice but Scott said we need 
to prepare for later in the season. Robb wonders if we can spend the money something else. Fern wonders if 
Jenny can do other things. And, if there are no concessions is there no Jenny. Todd Conkey wonders if we would 
be shifting duties to Torrie and money. Tabled for later in the meeting as we are unable to make a decision and 
need more info.  

 

MEMBERSHIP 
1) Registration – decision needed 

a) Close Opt Out?  Response? – The opt out is closed. Brian wants to know what our response is when people 
ask about whether they can opt out. Was closed on Wednesday and we received two more.  We will take 
note of their opt out for future consideration.  

b) Allow New Players? – We have two people requesting but those on the weight list have declined and there 
are two senior league bb players interested and junior league. Board agrees to take new kids on if they live 
in district. Harry concerned about insurance for out of district players. Brian’s concern is we would have to 
set caps, which actually could be less, Kraig said. Tom recommends we not take out of district kids. Board 
agrees.  

2) Refunds – decision needed 
a) Opt Out Refund - amount & timing – most of board agrees for opt out refund . We refund 100% of reg of 

those who have opted out with Brian developing language. Vote passes 11-1.   
b) Donation Appeal, WMLL Credit, Both? – Tom wonders if we should do a credit for fall ball. Scott said let’s 

not go down credit path and instead ask for donations. Kraig said it becomes very difficult and could cut 
into our donations. Brian said we can process this without a problem. There is little support for a credit and 
there is majority support for donations.  

c) Injured Player Refund - Tyler Kerkhoff – gets a full refund – the board agrees.  
3) Refunds – plan of action needed 

a) Refund Processing – covid committee could do this but Scott said membership and finance committee 
would be better suited. And for items B & C.  

b) Formulation of Partial Refund for Participants  
c) Refund Policy Update - injury, relocation, change in season, etc. 
d) Recommendation of July 6 for next board meeting.  

 

BASEBALL & SOFTBALL OPERATIONS 
1) WMLL Ballpark Schedule – Brian reports that a proposal for a schedule has been put together with a sign up 

genius with practices beginning Monday with dates through Wednesday and then work forward. Tom feels we 
may need a larger time period to send out. Brian said modified games could be played by older teams with 
social distancing which could impact practice schedules. Tom’s concern is that changing make up of teams is 
risky and doesn’t look good. Fern said the priority for tonight should be a practice schedule for the next week. 
Fern said lets come up with a schedule for the week and then adjust. Tom said lets move forward with 
imperfect schedule out but others say we should also adjust Monday’s schedule. But Schauder said everything 
is ready and it could work. Brian recommends we approve the schedule. Several seconds – measure is approve.  



 

 

2) Practice Requirements - decision needed 
a) Stay with “Initial Practice” requirements 
b) Adjust “Initial Practice” requirements* 
c) Move to “Step Two Practices” with new requirements*  
* = distancing, player limit, coach masks, bats, catcher’s gear, contact tracing log, etc. 

3) “Games” – decision & plan of action needed 
a) Forward Dane Phase 2 “Games” - combined teams, modified rules, etc. 
b) Competitions - HR Derby; Pitch, Hit & Run Competition, etc. (for player experience, not as fundraiser) 
c) Game Schedule - ~4-week schedule with no dates 

4) Tournament Teams – decision needed (if WMLL tournament, then plan of action needed) 
a) Commit, cancel, defer until more information is known, delegate to BBOS & SBOC 

i) Baseball: U8 = Jul 10-12 in Columbus / U8 - U14 = Jul 24-26 in Reedsburg / WMLL Tournament TBD 
ii) Softball: U10 & U12 = Jul 24-26 in Prairie du Chien & Aug 15-16 in Mauston 
iii) Harry said a segment of our membership wants it even though there may be only one tournament. Any 

weekend that tournament teams disappear from Madison it means no games will be played by anyone 
because teams would be too diluted. Harry is concerned about that. A more minor issue, according to 
Harry is financial where we spend $45 per player in uniforms so if we move forward he recommends 
parents foot the bill. Reedsburg is meeting tonight to determine. Tom is wondering if we’re not playing 
games here can we send players out of county to play games. Scott said softball would not play 
tournaments if no games here. Mark said players may play on private teams and not through WMLL. 
Jerry said if there’s an opportunity we should give it a shot.  
Fern asks what are the age groups – 10-11, 12-13,  
Todd said Harry’s points are valid but a part of him believes there would be more opportunity for call 
ups. Todd said he favors doing a fun in house tournament. Is there a way to do tournament teams but 
not play outside of our league.  
Harry wants to know if we will go forward or not. Harry proposes we go forward but spend no 
additional funds. Scott seconds. Barry makes his opinion known that he doesn’t favor this. No voting 
will be made to form teams. Tom recommends no tournament teams unless we have actual games, 
which Harry disagrees with. Todd said if WMLL plays in Reedsburg they would not play in Columbus. 
Todd said he will abstain. Scott wonders if he should vote. Discussion about a conflict of interest. 
Everyone votes. MOTION: WMLL will continue to form tournament teams but we will spend no new 
money on tournament teams. Motion passes 9-3.  
Harry asks Todd and Scott about u9 teams.  

5) Fall Ball Age x League – decision needed 
a) standard (use 2021 LL Age), modified (use 2020 LL Age) or Hybrid (use 2020 LL age, but allow 2021 LL age 

7’s to play) – Todd said we should just keep it the way we normally do it. Jerry recommends and Bruce 
seconds. Michelle asks that families can petition to stay in the same league. Kraig said we need to be more 
flexible this year. Motion passes 10-2.  

 

FACILITIES & SAFETY 
1) Facility Preparations for Practices – Tom wonders what we need to do to prepare for practices on Monday. 

Todd recommends we keep the playground closed and open it up in a few weeks.  
a) Restrooms – Scott recommends we open it but who will clean it? Tom said Torrie can open the bathrooms 

and bring out hand sanitizer. Unclear who will clean it. Scott recommends Jenny clean it but if no 
concessions not sure who. Fern said there needs to be a plan under Forward Dane. Barry asks if Torrie could 
do it. Brian said Torrie feels she’s at capacity and needs help but the facilities committee will look at it this 
week. But Tom is concerned what the plan is for the next few days. Scott said he wants to talk with Torrie 
about who is available. We need to have a discussion with Torrie about priorities. Jerry wonders whose 
been cleaning the bathrooms in the past. It’s been concessions. Board agrees to have Jenny clean this 



 

 

week. Fern said lets not have practices on Monday to let us to better prepare, Jerry agrees. Tom said Scott 
should direct Jenny to clean the bathrooms and keep them restocked. Long discussion about when to open 
the practices. 3:30 seems doable and is agreed upon.  

b) Playground – Brian recommends we open the playground which mirrors Forward Dane. Discussion about 
who should monitor the playground. Some think coaches should monitor others say parents. Some think if 
people can’t social distance then we close it. Fern recommends opening and monitoring and if rules are not 
followed we close it. Motion to have playground open with signs and social distancing. Passes.  

c) Handwashing / Hand-Sanitizing  - Stations have been ordered they are back ordered for months so he 
doesn’t have a proposal.  

d) Picnic Tables – Number (16) & Locations- Brian said let’s scatter them around the park. Robb questions who 
can use the picnic table. Brian  

e) Drinking Fountain – should it be on por off or turned into hand washing or bottle filling. It will be closed.  
f) Dumpster Service – has been turned off but will be turned back on with less frequent pickups.  
g) Signage - COVID & other 
h) Locks – Brian recommends locks for bathroom are changed so board members can have keys separate from 

concessions.  
2) Ballpark rules  

a) Face Covering/Masks – require for all adults? for players not on the playing field? Brian said there is a 
difference between a practice at the park and at our facility. Do we require all adults to wear a mask who 
set foot in the facility? Fern said it could be hard to require every adult to do it especially since its an 
outdoor space.  

b) Guidelines For Coaches Opening & Closing Fields – Tom will create a guideline to give to coaches.  
c) Req’d Policies, Procedures & Training - hygiene, cleaning & protective measures -update 

3) Concessions  
a) Practices – If it enhances the experience, it would be good, it’s a nice money maker but Todd wonders 

about how much use it will get. Todd says maybe bundle up stuff for coaches to hand out. Long discussion 
that goes off the rails and is brought back to the rails. Todd Conkey said the reality of usage is going to be 
limited. Games of 25 people can be played now but no one has practiced. Talk about making progressions 
with practices. Robb reminds the board that we will review it on a weekly basis. Bruce said for the next 
week or two we should not artificially combined teams just to have a modified game. We need to practice. 
Brian said we are way behind Forward Dane plan. Tom said by manipulating the league, we still have money 
in the PPP, let’s keep Jenny employed and then figure out what we want to do. Jenny will clean the 
bathrooms. Jerry seconds. Motion passes.  

b) Games- discussion about having covid committee discussing next steps. Harry and Scott should come up 
with a recommendation of who should be part of a joint committee. Will revisit on June 22. LCs need to 
keep communicating with coaches.  

4) Electrical Projects - decision needed 
a) Replace 3 field lights (2 Senior Field & 1 Battista Field) = $1125 – will meet at fields this week to see what it 

looks like.  
b) Install electrical outlet behind mound on Battista Field = $1565 – will hold off  

5) Background Checks – Coaches, Team Reps, Staff & Board – Brian said we have no mechanism for SS numbers 
not given. Tom wants to look into it more with Brian and come back with a recommendation.  

 

OFF-FIELD EXPERIENCE 
1) Player & Team Photos – Recommendation to cancel for summer & consider for fall – Will not be done. 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 



 

 

1) Update to families  - discussion about what to communicate to families about opening further. Brian said we 
need more balance and planning. Kraig said we should give an update each week so we can close the gap on 
expectations. Harry and Scott will create a committee with Kraig, Robb and Todd to talk about the next phase.  

2) Update to coaches – decision & plan of action needed 
3) Update to sponsors- Brian said we need to reach out to keep them in the loop.  
Michelle with a question on practice schedule. Is it two fields and one batting cage? Discussion about premium 
times.  
Todd asks about line of credit. Tom is waiting to hear back from the bank. We have applied and waiting for 
approval.  
 
Adjourned at 9:15 p.m. 

 

NEXT BOARD MEETING = July 6, 2020 
 


